
TMA4250 Spatial StatistisAssignment 2: Event Random FieldsH. Omre IMF/NTNUFebruary 2006IntrodutionThis assignment ontains problems related to Event Random Fields or morespei�ly Point Random Fields. The R-pakage should be used in solvingthe problems and relevant funtions an be found in the R library spatialwhih an be loaded by the instrution library(spatial)Problem 1: Poisson Random Field (PRF)Consider the event RF {Xi ∈ D ⊂ R2 ; i = 1, . . . ,N} with D : [[0, 1], [0, 1]].Assume that the RF is an inhomogenuous Poisson RF with intensity funtion
λ(x1, x2;µ, α, β) = µ exp{−(αx1 + βx2)} ; x = (x1, x2) ∈ Dwhere θ = (µ, α, β) are model parameters.a) The number of points in D, N , is a random variable. Develop expressionsfor E{N} and Var{N}b) Set the model parameters to θ = (200, 2, 1) in the intensity funtion.Generate realisations of the PRF onditional on the number of points being

n = 20, 50 and 200 respetively.Display the results and omment on them. Use the option par(pty="s") todisplay the points on a square.) Set the model parameters to θ = (200, 2, 1) in the intensity funtion.Generate 10 realisations of the PRF.Display the results and omment on them.d) Choose one of the realisations in ).Speify the likelihood model for the parameters θ = (µ, α, β) given the pointsin the hosen realisation. Develope an expression for the maximum likelihood1



estimate of θ. Compute the numerial values of the maximum likelihood es-timate of θ given the points in the hosen realisation. Compare the estimatesof θ with the true value, and display the estimated and true intensity fun-tions. Comment on the results. Use the funtion image to display theintensity funtion.Problem 2: Neymann-Sott Random Field (N-SRF)Consider an event RF {Xi ∈ D ⊂ R2 ; i = 1, . . . ,N} with D : [[0, 1], [0, 1]].Let the N-SRF be de�ned by the mother-model being a Poisson RF modeland the hild-model being numbers from Poisson pdf and intensity fromunorrelated bi-Gaussian pdf. These model assumptions de�ned the so alledThomas RF.a) Vary the set of model parameters and generate realisations of the N-SRF.Pay partiular attention to boundary-problems in the simulation algorithms.Explore the possibilities for modelling lustered event RFs.Display the results and omment on them.b) Use the funtion Kfn in the R library spatial to estimate the L-funtionfor �ve extreme realisations from a).The theoretial L-funtion for Thomas RF is
K(t) = πt2 + λ−1(1 − exp{−t2/4σ2})where λ is the intensity of the mother-model and σ2 is the variane of theintensity funtion of the hild-model. Display the estimated and the theo-retial L-funtion for the �ve realisations.Comment on the results.Problem 3: Strauss Random Field (SRF)Consider an event RF {Xi ∈ D ⊂ R2 ; i = 1, . . . ,N} with D : [[0, 1], [0.1]].Assume that the pdf, given the number of points N = n, related to this RFis:

f(x1, . . . , xn|n; θ) = onst× exp{−

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

ϕ(τij ; θ)}with τij = |xi − xj| being the eulidean distane between xi and xj, and
ϕ(τ ; c, d) =

{

c if τ < d
0 elseThis RF is termed a Strauss RF. 2



a) Some speial versions of SRFs are idential to Binomial RF. Speify theparameter values whih de�nes these speial ases. Whih additional as-sumptions are needed in order to de�ne a Poisson RF with intensity λ?b) Set n = 50 and d = 0.1 and generate realisations of the SRF with c = 0.01,1 and 100 respetively. Doument that the algorithm has onverged.Display the results and omment on them.Use the funtion ppregion to initialise the point RF region.Problem 4: Analysis of Point PatternConsider three real data point patterns in the R library MASS:
• biologial ell data, available at ells.dat
• redwood tree data, available at redwood.dat
• pine tree data, available at pines.datUse the ommand data<-ppinit("�le.dat") to load the data �les.a) Display the three point patterns and omment on them.b) Compute the L-funtion for eah of the point pattern.Display the results and omment on them.Compare the omputed L-funtions for eah of the point patterns with thetheoretial L-funtions for a Poisson RF.Display the results and omment on them.Take the number of points in eah point pattern into aount. Generate100 realisations of orresponding Poisson RF and ompute 100 L-funtions.Estimate expeted L-funtion with assoiated 0.90 envelopes. Use the L-funtion results to test informally whether eah of the point patterns ouldome from an underlying Poisson RF.Display the results and omment on them.) Perform the same proedure as in b) on the pdf of R, the distane froma given point to its losest neighbour.
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